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Abstract

2. Main Idea
The main purpose of our system is to measure vehicle
dimensions. In order to do that, we must choose two points
(1) between which distance will be measured (Figure 1).

Recently, stereoscopic video systems are studied in the
context of many new applications. This paper addresses
the question how the road traffic surveillance may benefit
from stereoscopic video analysis. In particular, we
propose a novel method for estimating vehicle dimensions
using stereoscopic video analysis. This method is based on
active appearance model (AAM), a technique already
used, e.g. for face detection. Experimental results are
provided in the paper in order to demonstrate satisfactory
precision of the measurements.
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(1)
Let us assume for the moment that chosen points are the
head
and the end
of the vehicle, and thus we
would like to calculate length of the vehicle. The
estimated length
is simply Euclidean distance (norm)
between those two points (2)
(2)
‖
‖
Unfortunately we don’t know the 3D location of the
selected points. All we have is an image acquired by the
camera, which is a 2D projection of the vehicle being
measured [1]. Acquisition of the image by the camera can
be considered as projection of points from 3D location
onto the image plane (3)
(3)

1. Introduction
This paper presents a novel technique for automatic
estimation of vehicle dimensions based on stereoscopic
video analysis. The goal of the work was to build a
versatile system capable of extracting different dimensions
of vehicles. Information from such a system is valuable for
many applications, such as automatic traffic management,
traffic measurements or statistical data gathering, to name
a few. One of the possible applications may be warning
drivers and the authorities about oversized vehicles. It can
also be used in vehicle admission control systems or other
security systems.
The system developed at Poznan University of
Technology is able to perform fully automatic analysis of
stereoscopic traffic images and extract physical
dimensions of vehicles seen. Apart from typical length,
width and height, also specific dimensions, like distance
between axles or tire diameter can be provided by our
system.
Most of the contemporary systems aim at vehicle
localization and recognition, for example [10]. They
exploit information from a single camera only to detect
and recognize a particular type of the vehicle [11]. Such
an approach cannot provide the real dimensions of the
localized vehicle.
Nowadays road traffic is observed by multiple cameras
(for example one camera per lane). This can provide more
information about a vehicle than in the case of a single
camera, including real vehicle dimensions.

where
is a [4x1] vector representing location of the
point in 3D space in homogenous coordinates. is a [4x3]
projection matrix representing a camera intrinsic
parameters and its spatial location. The vector
is a
[3x1] vector representing location of the projected point
onto the image plane in homogenous coordinates. Scalar
expresses distance between the camera and the analyzed
3D point and it is often called depth of the point.
From the acquired image we can get 2D coordinates of
the selected characteristic points on the vehicle body.
Inverting (3) gives us a possibility to get 3D location of
abovementioned points (4)
(4)
(
)
So the distance between selected points (
and
)
can be calculated from (5):
‖
‖
(5)
‖
(
)
(
)‖
‖
(
)‖
The only unknown variables are the depth values of the
selected points.
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depth estimation approach can be found in [3]. In the
method proposed in [3] the vehicle body is first detected in
the images and then the depth is estimated for the vehicle
and surrounding region of interest only. However it still
requires a lot of time to estimate depths for the detected
regions of interest.
In order to reduce the computation time of vehicle
dimensions estimation, we propose to merge vehicle
detection and depth estimation steps into a single step. To
be able to combine those two steps, we need to find
location of vehicle shape very precisely in both images
and then calculate depth values trough disparity of the
shape points (fig 2).
There are many shape detection algorithms that may be
used to determine the location of vehicle shape in an
image. There are many examples of exploiting Haar
features [3, 4], Active Shape Model [5]. However, to
achieve an acceptable accuracy of determining the
location of vehicle shape, we propose a technique which
was initially developed for face detection and analysis - an
Active Appearance Model (AAM) [6]. Currently our
proposal assumes that AAM is applied to both of the
views independently. After a correct model matching, we
can use coordinates of particular points from AAM to
calculate disparity between model points (Figure 2). Once
accurate coordinates of the selected points on the body of
a car in the images from both cameras are found, the
reconstruction of 3D coordinates of those points can be
performed with satisfactory results.

Figure 1: Location of selected points

There are many ways to estimate the depth values. One
of the most common is to use disparity estimation from
stereo pair for example like in [2]. For this reason, in our
system we use two cameras which acquire two images of
the vehicle at the exactly the same moment.
The basics are as follows. If we know the 2D locations
of the same point in both acquired images, we could
calculate disparity (6) which is a difference of the point’s
positions in both images (acquired by first and second
camera):
(6)
‖(
)‖
For rectified, well calibrated stereo images, disparity
can be converted to depth value of the point by simple
trigonometric relations (7):
(7)
where
is the focal length of the camera used,
is
distance between both cameras and is disparity of the
given point. Therefore, inserting (7) into (5) results in (8):
‖
(
)‖
‖

(
‖

)‖
(

3. AAM Model
The Active Appearance Model (AAM) is a technique
which exploits deformable model matching into an
object's image [6]. Originally it was developed for face
detection but it has been proved useful for various kinds of
objects [7]. The AAM consists of two parts: shape and
appearance (texture). The shape is defined by a set of
points which are grouped into multiple closed
polygons (9),

(8)

)‖

Of course initially the locations of the selected vehicle
points in both images are unknown, and we have to find it
in both images. One approach is to use the information
about depth. Vehicle measurement system with dense
Left Camera Image

Right Camera Image

Figure 2: An exemplary AAM and location of fitted model in both images.
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possible changes caused by imperfection of two-camera
system placement (optical axes of the cameras are never
exactly parallel) and simultaneously less sensitive to
direction of vehicles’ movement. Such AAMs had to be
prepared on the basis of stereoscopic images of the
vehicles.

(9)
while the appearance (texture) consists of all the pixels
that lie inside the defined shape polygons (10).
(10)
The goal of matching the model with an image is to find
such a set of shape and appearance (texture) parameters
which would minimize the error between the model
texture (appearance) and the underlying image.
In order to model a set of possible variations of the
shape and texture, a statistical model of both, using PCA
analysis [8], is constructed over the training set. After the
PCA analysis each shape can be represented by a shape
parameter
and mean shape ̅.
(11)
̅

5. AAM-based depth estimation and vehicle
dimensions estimation
Our goal was to determine depth value without
involving full-frame depth estimation algorithms.
Therefore we exploit AAM search shape fitting. We
search for the same vehicle in both images independently
using our joined view-independent AAM. We assume that
after AAM search step, particular points of the fitted
models indicate 2D locations of the same 3D point in both
images. That allows us to simply calculate disparities
between those corresponding model points fitted in both
images.
We performed experiments to determine the necessary
level of complexity of our models that would ensure the
best matching between the model and vehicle on the
image. Initially, our models were quite simple and
consisted of over a dozen nodes, but the matching results
were not satisfactory. Therefore, we have updated our
AAMs, expanding them with additional nodes (Figure 3).
The details about the proposed models are presented in
Section 7, and Table 1.

is a matrix describing a set of shape modes. Similarly
each appearance (texture) of the object after warping [7, 9]
to a mean shape ̅ can be represented by appearance
parameter
and mean appearance ̅ (13).
represents
main appearance modes (eigenvectors of texture samples
representing main part of observed variations in a training
set)
(13)
̅
Matching the AAM into a new image is performed by
minimizing magnitude of the error vector
. The vector
is a difference between the image warped into the
mean shape and the model's appearance synthesized using
current appearance parameter
. Warp process is
controlled by current shape modeled by shape parameters
.
AAM matching is an iterative process. At each step an
update of the model parameters
and
is calculated
based on observed error vector
throughout linearized
relation between these vectors (14)
[

]

6. Vehicle database – experimental material
Unfortunately, we have no access to any database of
traffic images captured by well calibrated stereoscopic
cameras. Therefore, we created our own set of
stereoscopic video shots. We have recorded more than 5
hours of traffic at a highway with the use of stereoscopic
camera system. Our system consists of two Basler aviator
avA1900-50gc cameras placed on tripods at 2.5 m
baseline. We chose these cameras due to their parameters
(1920x1080 pixels. resolution, 50 fps, RAW output format
and mutual synchronization) and very high manufacturing
quality. For the captured video material we have estimated
camera system parameters (both intrinsic, and extrinsic,
including scale) to avoid any 3D reconstruction
ambiguities. All captured material have been rectified,
based on estimated system parameters. A short summary
of our test material can be found in Table 1.

(14)

The matrix is called the search matrix. The process
stops when further change of
and
does not minimize
the error | |.

4. AAM for stereoscopic video
A straightforward approach would be to use two AAMs,
one for each image in stereo pair. However, this would
require twice as much data as a single-image AAM.
Moreover, vehicle seen from the second camera is only
slightly rotated comparing to the first one. This rotation
has a magnitude that can occur even in a single camera
image when different vehicles pass the camera at a slightly
different angle. That is why we proposed to develop one,
view-independent AAM, which can be used to search
vehicles in both of images of the stereo pair captured by
two cameras. That approach makes AAMs less sensitive to

7. Vehicles AAM development
Vehicles on roads differ in size and shape. We can
distinguish for example: trucks, sedans, hatchbacks and
wagons. For each of these vehicle types different points on
their body must be precisely found, in order to calculate
their physical dimensions. That is the reason why we have
4323

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3: Vehicles’ Active Appearance Models: a) hatchback (140 characteristic points),
b) sedan (138 characteristic points), c) wagon (151 characteristic points), d) truck (178 characteristic points).

prepared several view-independent AAMs - one per each
vehicle type. As for now, we have trained AAMs only for
hatchback, sedan, wagon and truck but the scheme can be
applied to any other type of vehicles.
To develop an AAM for each vehicle a number of
training stereo image samples presenting single vehicle
have been used. Vehicles in each stereo sample have been
precisely manually labeled in both images. Stereo samples
of given vehicle type have been used to estimate single
view-independent AAM.
Finally, the proposed models consist of 140, 138, 151
and 178 shape points for hatchback, sedan, wagon and
truck respectively (Figure 3, Table 1). Besides basic
vehicle dimensions i.e. length, width, and height (Figure
4) our models allow automatic calculation of the distance
between many others characteristic points on a vehicle
body (e.g. wheel size or wheelbase).

Data are presented as follows: in first ground truth values,
then estimated distances between particular AAM’s nodes.
Vehicle type
Hatchback
Sedan
Wagon
Truck

No. of nodes No. of samples
140
138
151
178

> 100
> 150
> 100
> 200

TABLE 1 EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL DESCRIPTION.

8. Experimental results
In order to test our algorithm, we implemented software
which performs automatic vehicle detection and
measurement. Most important operations for our
measurement system are listed below:
1. to search vehicle with use of AAM in both images,
2. to exploit stereo correspondences to find the three
dimensional shape of the vehicle,
3. to perform the measurements,
Our experiments were performed on images containing
vehicles that were not used to train AAMs. Each stereo
image was analyzed and AAM have been fitted to the
vehicle found in both images. Next, disparities between
corresponding points of the fitted model were calculated.
Based on the disparities of the model points, appropriate
depth values were calculated and vehicle dimensions was
obtained through (8).
Unfortunately, semi-trailers have various shapes and
sizes. Therefore we were unable to determine the
measurement error of the whole truck (tractor with semitrailer), due to the lack of data concerning its ground truth
size.
In order to compare our results with the ground truth
ones, in Table 2 we present several sizes of the tractor’s
cabin taken from the particular tractor’s model datasheet.

a)

b)
Figure 4 Exemplary vehicle dimensions for:
a) sedan and b) truck.
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